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Online Cross-Validation-Based Ensemble
Learning
David Benkeser, Samuel D. Lendle, Cheng Ju, and Mark J. van der Laan
Abstract
Online estimators update a current estimate with a new incoming batch of data
without having to revisit past data thereby providing streaming estimates that are
scalable to big data. We develop flexible, ensemble-based online estimators of an
infinite-dimensional target parameter, such as a regression function, in the setting
where data are generated sequentially by a common conditional data distribution
given summary measures of the past. This setting encompasses a wide range of
time-series models and as special case, models for independent and identically
distributed data. Our estimator considers a large library of candidate online es-
timators and uses online cross-validation to identify the algorithm with the best
performance. We show that by basing estimates on the cross-validation-selected
algorithm, we are asymptotically guaranteed to perform as well as the true, un-
known best-performing algorithm. We provide extensions of this approach in-
cluding online estimation of the optimal ensemble of candidate online estimators.
We illustrate the practical performance of our methods using simulations and a
real data example where we make streaming predictions of infectious disease in-
cidence using data from a large database.
1 Introduction
Currently the size of data sets is growing faster than the speed of processors. It is now
common to encounter data on the order of millions or even billions of observations.
In these situations, statistical learning is limited more by computation time than
sample size. This has led to increased interest in online estimation. Online estimators
update a current estimator with a new incoming batch of data without revisiting past
data, thereby avoiding the computational limitations associated with big data. As a
motivating example, consider a database that records the incidence of an infectious
disease over time. Researchers may be interested in developing an algorithm that
accurately predicts future incidence of disease based on past incidence and other
regional characteristics. However, the scale of the data may be such that re-computing
the prediction algorithm with each batch of incoming data would be prohibitively
slow. Online algorithms oer a way to ensure fast updating of predictions as new
data is accrued.
There is a growing body of literature describing online algorithms, but little in
the literature guides how to select from amongst these algorithms in practice. In
the setting of small-scale, independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) data, cross-
validation can be used to objectively compare the performance of a library of candi-
date estimators. Theoretical results guarantee that the estimator that exhibits the
best estimated cross-validated performance is asymptotically equivalent with the un-
known best estimator in the library (van der Laan and Dudoit, 2003; van der Vaart
et al., 2006; van der Laan et al., 2006). These results extend to the best ensemble
(i.e., weighted combination) of candidate estimators. Due to this theoretical property,
these estimators have been referred to as super learners (van der Laan et al., 2007;
Polley et al., 2012). In practice, super learning has been shown to be eective in
many settings, including prediction of mortality among the elderly (Rose, 2013), of
mortality in the ICU (Pirracchio et al., 2015), and of health care costs (Rose, 2016).
However, in the setting of big or streaming data, the existing super learning approach
is limited by the computational expense of performing cross-validated model selection
with each incoming batch of data. Furthermore, the approach is not applicable in
dependent data settings.
In this work, we extend the super learning framework to settings with large-scale
dependent data. We propose an online form of cross-validation that is used to identify
the best candidate online algorithm in a library of candidate algorithms. We show that
under mild conditions the performance of the estimator based on the cross-validation-
selected best algorithm is asymptotically equivalent with the performance of the best
candidate estimator. This allows researchers to posit many dierent algorithms for
estimation, learn in real time which algorithm is best, and base future estimates on
this algorithm. We also propose an online method for identifying the best ensemble
of the candidate online estimators. We provide a further extension relevant for i.i.d.
observations.
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The outline of the remainder is as follows. We formulate the general statistical
estimation problem in Section 2 and review key concepts from online literature in
Section 3. In Section 4, we introduce online cross-validation and discuss how it
can be used to identify the best-performing online estimator from many candidate
estimators. We discuss the optimality of the estimator that is based on this cross-
validation-selected estimator by comparing its performance to that of the unknown
best-performing algorithm. In this section, we also extend our estimator to allow
for online estimation of the optimal ensemble of all candidate online algorithms. In
Section 5, we conduct a short simulation study and in Section 6, we apply our methods
to a data set where the goal is streaming prediction of infectious disease. We conclude
with a short discussion.
2 Formulation of the estimation problem
2.1 Statistical model
Suppose at each time ti, we observe a random variable O(i), i = 1; : : : ; n. For
example, consider an infectious disease database that records the incidence of an
infectious disease in one or several geographic regions. The observed data might
consist of O(i) = fW (i); Y (i)g, where W (i) corresponds to characteristics of a region
at time i such as vaccination rates, while Y (i) corresponds to the incidence rate of
the infectious disease. Let P n0 be the true probability distribution of O(1); : : : ; O(n),
and let pn0 be its density with respect to a dominating measure 
n. The likelihood of
an observation o = fo(1); : : : ; o(n)g can be factorized according to time-ordering as
follows:
pn0 (o) =
nY
i=1
p0;i(o(i) j O(i  1) = o(i  1)) ;
where we dened O(i 1) = fO(1); : : : ; O(i 1)g. If we make no further assumptions
about P n0 , the statistical estimation problem is intractable { we only have a single
observation from P n0 , which limits our ability to learn about the underlying data
generating process. The problem could be greatly simplied by making the usual
i.i.d. assumption, which would allow us to write
pn0 (o) =
nY
i=1
p0;i(o(i) j O(i  1) = o(i  1))
=
nY
i=1
p0(o(i)) ; (1)
where p0 is an unconditional density common to each observation. However, in many
settings such an independence assumption is not justied. For example, in the infec-
tious disease setting the incidence at a given time Y (i) might depend on past disease
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incidence and past vaccination rates. For some diseases, it may be reasonable to as-
sume that the incidence Y (i) is independent of past data conditional on the previous
k measurements, Z(i) = fO(j) : j = i   1; i   2; : : : ; i   kg. In general, we expect
to encounter settings where an observation O(i) is independent of past observations
given some xed-dimension summary of the past data, Z(i) = fi( O(i  1)),
pn0 (o) =
nY
i=1
p0;i(o(i) j O(i  1) = o(i  1))
=
nY
i=1
p0;i(o(i) j Z(i) = z(i)) :
However, with this assumption each observation O(i) still may have a unique con-
ditional distribution. Therefore, we make a stationarity assumption { that is, we
assume each observation has a common conditional distribution P0 given Z. We use
p0 to denote the conditional density of P0 with respect to a dominating measure .
We can now express the likelihood of the observed data as
pn0 (o) =
nY
i=1
p0;i(o(i) j O(i  1) = o(i  1))
=
nY
i=1
p0;i(o(i) j Z(i) = z(i))
=
nY
i=1
p0(o(i) j Z(i) = z(i))
This expression makes clear that the conditional density p0 of each observation does
not change over time, though the conditioning set Z will change. Nevertheless, with
each observation we gain more information about the common conditional distribution
of the data. Notice that the assumption of i.i.d. observations (1) is a special case
of this assumption, where Z(i) = ; for all i. Another important special case is data
generated by a group sequential adaptive design in which the treatment probability is
a function of summary measures of the observed data on previously sampled groups
(van der Laan, 2008; Chambaz and van der Laan, 2011a,b). More generally, this
assumption permits a wide range of time-series models. We dene our statistical
model M as a collection of possible stationary distributions P that could have given
rise to the observed data.
2.2 Statistical target parameter and loss functions
We are interested in learning about a feature of the true data distribution. To for-
malize this notion, we call the feature of interest the statistical target parameter and
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write it as a function 	 : M ! 	 that takes a distribution P from the model and
maps it into the parameter space 	. In some cases, we may wish to learn about the
entire conditional distribution P0; however, often we are satised learning about a
summary measure of this distribution. For example, in the infectious disease setting
we are occasionally interested in the joint conditional distribution of disease and re-
gional characteristics; however, in many cases we are interested in a summary of this
distribution, such as the conditional mean of disease incidence given current regional
characteristics and past measurements.
Our method for estimation should reect the choice of the statistical target pa-
rameter. For example, to learn about the conditional mean of disease incidence, we
could estimate the joint conditional distribution of regional characteristics and disease
incidence, which would imply an estimate of the conditional mean. However, such a
procedure is not targeted towards the goal of estimating the conditional mean. To
ensure parsimony between our estimation procedure and our target parameter, we
introduce the notion of a loss function. Suppose we are interested in estimating the
target parameter  0 = 	( P0). We call (Z;O;  )! L( )(Z;O) a loss function for  0
if for all z, E0fL( 0)(Z;O) j Z = zg = min 2	E0fL( 0)(Z;O) j Z = zg, where we
use E0(jZ = z) to denote the expectation under P0 given Z = z. In words, a loss
function for a given parameter is dened as a function whose true conditional mean
given a summary of the past is minimized by the true value of the parameter.
Returning to the infectious disease example, if we are interested in the full joint
conditional density p0, we could use negative log-likelihood loss,
L(p)(z; o) =   logfp(o j Z = z)g :
For each z, E0[  logfp(OjZ)g j Z = z] is minimized by the true conditional density p0.
If instead we are interested in the conditional mean of disease incidence given current
regional characteristics and past disease incidence, we could use the squared-error
loss, L( )(O;Z) = fY    (Z;W )g2. Notice that
E0[fY    (Z;W )g2 j Z = z] = E0
 
E0
fY    (Z;W )g2  Z = z;W   Z = z ;
where the inner expectation is taken over the conditional distribution of Y given
Z = z and W . For every (z; w), the inner expectation is minimized over all  2 	
by  0(z; w) the true conditional mean of Y given Z = z and W = w.
Loss functions play an important role in the development of our methodology in
two ways. First, the expectation of a loss function can be used to dene a theoretical
criteria for comparing an estimator and the truth, as we show in the next section.
Second, the empirical mean of the loss serves as a criteria for comparing various
estimators of the statistical target parameter and we use this fact to develop our
estimator.
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3 Online estimation
To introduce key concepts in online estimation, we consider the parametric model and
i.i.d. regression setting, where Z = ; and we assume that the mean of Y conditional on
W is described by the linear model  (W ) = 
0W . This setting has been extensively
studied in the online literature in recent years (Zinkevich, 2003; Crammer et al.,
2006; Bottou, 2010; Shalev-Shwartz, 2011). Suppose we are interested in  0(W ),
the conditional mean of Y given W . In the assumed parametric model, estimating
 0 corresponds to estimating 0 = argminE0fL( )(Y;W )g for 0 2 Rd and an
appropriate loss function. Dene ^n as minimizer of the empirical average of the loss
function,
^n = argmin
1
n
nX
i=1
L( )(O(i)) :
For example, if we assume the parametric model fp :  2 Rdg and let L( ) =
  log p , then ^n is the maximum likelihood estimator of 0.
To study the performance of  ^;n as an estimator of  0, we can construct loss-based
dissimilarity measures. The measure d0n( ^;n;  0) = E0fL( ^;n)(O)   L( 0)(O)g
compares the true average loss when using  ^;n to the true average loss when using
 0. This measure can be decomposed further:
d0n( ^;n;  0) = E0fL( ;0)(O)  L( 0)(O)g   E0fL( ^;n)(O) + L( ;0)(O)g
= d0n( ;0;  0) + d0n( ^;n;  ;0) :
The rst term is sometimes referred to as the approximation error and describes the
average loss incurred by estimating  0 with  ;0. The second term is referred to as
the estimation error and describes the average loss incurred by minimizing empirical
rather than true mean of the loss function (Bousquet and Bottou, 2008). In big data
settings, computing the true minimizer ^n can be computationally expensive. Rather
than carrying out this minimization with great accuracy, online algorithms may be
formulated to approximate the minimum.
Stochastic gradient descent is one such online algorithm, which involves an iter-
ative optimization routine that takes a small step in the direction of the negative
gradient of the loss function at a randomly selected observation from the data set.
We dene the recursive updating step
t+1 = t   t t d
dt
L( ;t)(O(t)) (2)
where t is a scalar step size or learning rate,  t is a d  d matrix, and O(t) is
the observation used at the t-th step (Bottou, 2010). In rst-order SGD  t is some
constant times the identity matrix, while other variants replace  t with an appropriate
diagonal matrix (e.g., diagonal elements of the estimated inverse Hessian) (Duchi
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et al., 2011; Zeiler, 2012). Second-order SGD accounts for the curvature of the loss
function by using a  t that approximates the inverse Hessian(Murata, 1998). However,
computing and storing an estimate of this matrix is often computationally expensive
for high-dimensional d and, though it is optimal, second-order SGD is rarely used in
practice. There are many other methods for online optimization that have been used
in a variety of contexts (Polyak and Juditsky, 1992; Xu, 2011), including settings with
regularized loss functions, such as the Lasso regression and support vector machines
(Fu, 1998; Langford et al., 2009; Kivinen et al., 2004; Balakrishnan and Madigan,
2008; Shalev-Shwartz et al., 2011).
Regardless of which method is chosen, after t steps we hope that the approximated
minimum is suciently close to the true minimum. We can again use loss-based
dissimilarities to study the performance of  ;t as an estimator of  0 using
d0n( ;t;  0) = d0n( ;0;  0) + d0n( ^;n;  ;0) + d0n( ;t;  ^;n) ;
where the rst two terms are again the approximation and estimation error, while the
new term is the optimization error incurred by using t rather than the true minimizer
^n. Existing results in the online learning literature suggest that in big data settings,
the estimation and optimization error will be small (Shalev-Shwartz, 2011). Thus, the
performance of an online estimator will be determined largely by the approximation
error. To minimize the approximation error, we utilize the super learning framework,
where we posit a library of candidate estimators for the purpose of estimating  0.
It is not possible a-priori to know which estimator will perform best according to
our loss-based dissimilarity. However, we can estimate performance of the estimators
from the data using cross validation. Cross validation is a sample-splitting technique
that involves training a method (e.g., estimating parameters of a parametric model)
on a portion of the data, called the training sample, and subsequently evaluating the
average loss of those estimators on the withheld portion of the data, called the vali-
dation sample. In the following section, we propose an online form of cross validation
that can be used to evaluate candidate online estimators in the present setting with
large-scale, dependent data.
4 Online super learner
4.1 Online cross-validation for dependent data
Suppose we have K candidate estimators 	^k; k = 1; : : : ; K that can be applied to
data sets fZ(i); O(i)g for i ranging over a subset of f1; : : : ; ng. Suppose that these es-
timators use the rst n` observations to construct initial estimators of 	^k and proceed
with online updates thereafter. For example, if 	^k is based on a parametric model,
maximum likelihood estimation could be used based on the rst n` observations to
obtain initial estimates of the model's parameters and stochastic gradient descent
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used thereafter to provide online updates of the parameter estimates. To evaluate
the performance of dierent candidate estimators, we use online cross validation to
estimate the average loss of each candidate. At time t0 2 fn` + 1; : : : ; ng we dene
the data received before t0 as the training sample, and the singleton O(t0) as the
validation sample. We use this sample splitting to evaluate how well an estimator
trained on the past is able to predict an outcome at the next time point.
For each t0, let Pt0 1 denote the empirical distribution of the training sample
fZ(i); O(i) : i = 1; : : : ; t0   1g and let 	^k;t0 1 = 	^k(Pt0 1) denote the estimator 	^k
trained using fZ(i); O(i) : i = 1; : : : ; t0   1g. Given a candidate estimator 	^k we
dene its online cross-validated risk as
RCV;n(	^k) =
1
n  n` + 1
nX
t0=n`+1
L(	^k;t0 1)(Z(t0); O(t0)) :
Note that if 	^k is an online estimator, then the online cross-validated risk is also an
online estimator, computed recursively as
RCV;n+1(	^k) =
n  n` + 1
n  n` + 2RCV;n(	^k) +
1
n  n` + 2L(	^k;n)(Z(n+ 1); O(n+ 1)) :
The proposed cross validation thus proceeds as follows: with each new observation
O(t0+1) create fZ(t0+1); O(t0+1)g; evaluate the loss L(	^k(Pt0)(Z(t0+1); O(t0+1))
for each k; add this loss to the current estimate of online cross-validated risk; update
each online estimator 	^k;t0 into 	^k;t0+1 using O(t0 + 1). Upon receipt of the next
observation O(t0 + 2), the process is repeated.
4.2 Online cross-validation selector and online oracle selector
The online cross-validated risk RCV;n(	^k) gives an empirical measure of performance
for each estimator k = 1; : : : ; K. Based on this measure, we dene
kn = argminkRCV;n(	^k)
as the online estimator with the best estimated performance, which we refer to as the
online cross-validation selector. We can now dene a new estimator that at each step
t uses the estimates from the online cross-validation selector, 	^(Pt) = 	^kt(Pt); t =
1; : : : ; n. We call this estimator the discrete online super learner. Notice that over time
the discrete online super learner could switch from one estimator to another. If all
the candidate estimators are online estimators, then the discrete super learner is itself
an online estimator and therefore is as scalable as any of the candidate estimators.
We turn to what can be said theoretically about this approach. Note that the
online cross-validated risk estimates the following true online cross-validated risk:
~RCV;n(	^k) =
1
n  n` + 1
nX
t0=n`+1
E0fL(	^k;t0 1)(O(t0)) j Z(t0) = z(t0)g : (3)
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This is the sum over all times of the true average loss for the estimator 	^k with
respect to the conditional distribution of O(t0) given Z(t0) equals the observed value
z(t0) and is minimized by  0. To study how the performance of a particular estimator
compares to the true parameter, we can dene an online loss-based dissimilarity,
d0n(	^k;  0) =
1
n  n` + 1
nX
t0=n`+1
E0fL(	^k;t0 1)(O(t0)) L( 0)(O(t0)) j Z(t0) = z(t0)g :
For certain loss functions, this measure can be made more intuitive by re-writing the
comparison as a dierence between the estimator and the truth. Consider the squared
L2 distance between  and  0 under the conditional distribution P0 of W (t0); Y (t0)
given Z(t0) = z,
d2L2;z( ;  0) = E0[f (W;Z)   0(W;Z)g2 j Z(t0) = z)] :
When considering squared-error loss, the loss-based dissimilarity d0n(	^k;  0) can be
written
1
n  n` + 1
nX
t0=n`+1
EW;0

	^k;t0 1(W;Z(t0))   0(W;Z(t0))
	2  Z(t0) = z(t0)
=
1
n  n` + 1
nX
t0=n`+1
d2L2;z(t0)(	^k;t0 1;  0) :
This shows that the loss-based dissimilarity is equal to the sum over the observations
of the squared L2 distance between 	^k and  0, where at each time t0 the average is
computed with respect to the distribution of fW (t0); Y (t0)g conditional on Z(t0) =
z(t0). Similarly, with binary Y and a log-likelihood loss criteria, we can show that
d0n(	^k;  0) has an interpretation as the Kullback-Leibler divergence of 	^k and  0
under the conditional distribution of O given Z = z.
We have now argued that the online loss-based dissimilarity is an interesting way
to compare an estimator to true value of the unknown target parameter in the online
setting. We therefore can consider which of the candidate estimators minimizes this
online loss-based dissimilarity and dene
~kn = argmin
k
1
n  n` + 1
nX
t0=n`+1
d0n(	^k;  0) :
We call this index the online oracle selector. Of course, the oracle selector is unknown
in practice as it depends on the true conditional distribution of the data. Nevertheless,
we can compare the performance of the online discrete super learner to that of the
oracle selector. In Section A of the Appendix, we provide a formal theorem that
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establishes a nite-sample inequality comparing the discrete online super learner to
the online oracle selector. This inequality can be used to show that
d0n(	^kn ;  0)
d0n(	^~kn ;  0)
! 1 ;
as n goes to innity. That is, the performance of the discrete online super learner
is asymptotically equivalent with the performance of the online oracle selector. The
formal proofs of these results are included in Sections B-E of the Appendix. We
present an additional theorem in the i.i.d. setting for a cross-validation scheme that
mimics classic V -fold cross-validation in Section F of the Appendix.
An appealing feature of our results is that the number of candidate online algo-
rithms considered can be quite large and is allowed to grow with n. For example,
our results admit schemes that consider n2 dierent algorithms. Thus, the number
of candidate online algorithms that one can practically consider is limited far more
by computational considerations than statistical considerations. In practice, these
results imply that we have the ability to posit a vast number of online algorithms and
allow the data to teach us which is best. For example, consider the problem of making
streaming predictions about infectious disease incidence. The online super learning
framework allows us to query many infectious disease experts to gather interesting
ideas for how to construct online prediction algorithms. The various prediction al-
gorithms are updated with each incoming data point and at any time we can make
a prediction based on the algorithm that has given the best predictions in the past.
With enough data, our results guarantee that we will be making predictions that are
as good as if we had known a-priori which algorithm was best for predicting disease
incidence.
4.3 Online ensemble of candidate estimators
We now consider how to create a more exible online learner by considering an en-
semble of a given set of estimators. We dene 	^ as a combination of K estimators
indexed by a nite-dimensional vector of coecients , e.g., a convex linear combi-
nation
	^ =
KX
k=1
(k)	^k where  2

x 2 IRK : x(k)  0;
KX
k=1
x(k) = 1

:
Let RCV;n(	^) be the online cross-validated risk given by
RCV;n(	^) =
1
n  n` + 1
nX
t0=n`+1
L(	^;t0 1)(Z(t0); O(t0)) ;
and let n be the choice of  that minimizes online cross-validated risk, n =
argminRCV;n(	^): Tracking each online estimator 	^ for all  only involves tracking
9
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the K online estimators 	^k, but n is itself not an online estimator since it involves
recomputing the minimum for each n. Therefore, we propose to approximate the
minimum n with a stochastic gradient descent algorithm.
We dene Sn; =
d
d
L(	^;n 1) as the score vector for  and cn as an appropriate
diagonal matrix. For example, if L(	^) is twice dierentiable and K is small, we
could dene S1n; =
d
d
Sn; as the matrix of second derivatives and
cn =

  1
n  n` + 1
nX
t0=n`+1
S1t0 1;t0 1(Z(t0); O(t0))
 1
;
as the inverse of the estimated Hessian. The stochastic gradient descent estimator
approximating n is dened by
n+1 = 

n +
1
n+ 1
cnSn;(Z(n+ 1); O(n+ 1)) :
This updating step can be rened by checking whether
L(	^n+1)(O(n+ 1))  L(	^n)(O(n+ 1))
and if not, replacing n+1 by a convex linear combination of 

n and 

n+1 for which
there is an actual reduction in the loss.
We refer to this estimator as the online super learner and as above, we can dene
an oracle selector for this class of estimators as the choice of weights that minimizes
the true average of the loss-based discrepancy:
~n = argmin

1
n  n` + 1
nX
t0=n`+1
E0fL(	^;t0 1)(O)  L( 0)(O) j Z(t0) = z(t0)g :
Our oracle results extend to this setting and we can show that
d0n(	^n ;  0)
d0n(	^~n ;  0)
! 1 ;
as n goes to innity. That is, the performance of the online super learner is asymp-
totically equivalent with the optimal ensemble of candidate estimators.
5 Simulation for independent identically distributed
data
We studied the performance of the online super learner in the setting of i.i.d. data
consisting of a binary outcome Y and seven other covariates W = (W1; : : : ;W7). The
components ofW were independent and distributed as follows: W1  Uniform( 4; 4),
10
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Name Formula
GLM1 W 21 +W2 +W3 +W4 +W5 +W6 +W7
GLM2 W1 +W2 W3 +W4 W6 +W5 +W7
GLM3 W1 +W
2
1 +W2 +W3 +W4 +W5 +W6 +W
3
7
GLM4 W1 +W
2
1 +W3 +W4 W6 +W5 +W7
GLM5 W1 +W2 W3 +W4 +W5 +W6 +W 37
GLM6 W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7
GLM7 W1 +W2 +W3 +W4 +W5 +W6 +W7
GLM8 W 21 +W
2
2 +W3 +W
2
4 +W
2
5 +W6 +W7
Table 1: Super learner library for the simulation. The formula column shows the
regression formula for each model. Here Xd to denotes the inclusion of polynomial
terms for variable X up to degree d, while X  Y denotes inclusion of both main
eects and cross-product interaction terms for variables X and Y .
W2  Normal(0; 1), W3  Bernoulli(0:5), W4  Uniform( 4; 4), W5  Normal(0; 1),
W6  Bernoulli(0:25), and W7  Uniform(0; 1). The true conditional mean of Y was
given by
logit( 0(W )) =  2 + 0:1W 21 +W2W3  W4W6  W5 + 0:7logW7
The candidate online algorithms used by the online super learner were rst-order
stochastic gradient descent algorithms used to estimate the parameters of the eight
dierent logistic regression models shown in Table 1. Note that none of the parametric
models was correctly specied, as would be expected in practice. The online super
learner was constructed using negative log-likelihood loss as loss function and a logistic
ensemble
	^ = expit
 KX
k=1
(k)logit(	^k)

where  2

x 2 IRK : x(k)  0;
KX
k=1
x(k) = 1

:
The super learner weights were updated using a rst-order stochastic gradient descent
algorithm plus a projection step to ensure the sum of the weights was equal to one at
each step. We considered sample sizes of 1e4, 5e4, 1e5, 5e5 and 1e6 and performed
500 simulations for each sample size/data-generating mechanism combination. We
set n` = 200 and used the rst 100 observations to obtain initial estimates of the
parameters of the online SGD algorithms and the second 100 observations to obtain
initial estimates of the super learner weights. For each simulation, we evaluated the
algorithms on true risk calculated numerically on an independent test set of size 1e6.
The results of the simulation are shown in Figure 1. The best performing of the
candidate algorithms was GLM2, which accounted for both covariate interactions
in  0. However, the performance of this algorithm was notably inferior to both
super learners. The online super learner had the lowest average risk across the 500
simulations, followed by the online discrete super learner.
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Figure 1: Results from the simulation study. The average risk across 500 simulations
is shown for each online algorithm and sample size. Online SL is the online super
learner while Online DSL is the online discrete super learner.
6 Online prediction of infectious disease incidence
We used the online super learner to make predictions of disease incidence using data
assembled by Project Tycho (Van Panhuis et al., 2013). The Project Tycho database
is freely available and includes weekly notiable disease reports for several infectious
diseases in the United States. We analyzed the standardized incidence per 100,000
population of Hepatitis A infections. These measures date back to January 1966 and
include a total of 90,839 reports. We used the data from years 1966-1968 to generate
initial estimates for our candidate online learners and subsequently used the online
super learner to make streaming predictions of the weekly standardized incidence of
Hepatitis A in each state for each week recorded from 1968-2011. At each week, we
based our predictions on the incidence of disease in the previous four weeks. However,
many states had at least some missing weekly incidence recordings, so at time t, we
used the summary measure Z(t) = fM(t i); ~Y (t i) =M(t i)Y (t i) : i = 1; : : : ; 4g
to generate predictions, where M(i) is the indicator of incidence being recorded at
time i. We used the bounded negative log-likelihood loss function to evaluate our
predictions,
L( )(Y; Z) =  Y
u
log

 (Z)
u

 

1  Y
u

log

1   (Z)
u

;
where u denotes the upper bound on disease incidence, here set to be 41.6, the max-
imum observed value. As a simple proof-of-concept, we considered a limited library
of candidate online learners consisting of various bounded logistic regression models
12
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Name Formula
GLM1 1
GLM2 M(t  1) + ~Y (t  1)
GLM3 M(t  1) +M(t  2) + ~Y (t  1) + ~Y (t  2)
GLM4 M(t  1) +M(t  2) +M(t  3) + ~Y (t  1) + ~Y (t  2) + ~Y (t  3)
GLM5 M(t  1) +M(t  2) +M(t  3) +M(t  4) + ~Y (t  1)
+~Y (t  2) + ~Y (t  3) + ~Y (t  4)
GLM6 M(t  1) +M(t  2) + ~Y (t  1) + ~Y (t  2) + I( ~Y (t  2) > 0) ~Y (t  1)
GLM7 M(t  1) +M(t  2) + ~Y (t  1) + ~Y (t  2) + I( ~Y (t  2) > 0) ~Y (t  1)
+I( ~Y (t  3) > 0) ~Y (t  1)
GLM8 M(t  1) +M(t  2) + ~Y (t  1) + I( ~Y (t  2) > 0)
GLM9 M(t  1) +M(t  2) +M(t  3) + ~Y (t  1) + I( ~Y (t  2) > 0)
+I( ~Y (t  3) > 0)
Table 2: Super learner library for the Tycho data analysis. The formula column
shows the regression formula for each bounded logistic regression model used in the
analysis. The formula \1" denotes an intercept only model.
with parameters estimated via rst-order stochastic gradient descent, where we de-
ne a bounded logistic regression model as a logistic regression on the transformed
outcome Y=u 2 (0; 1). The regression formulas for the various models are shown in
Table 2.
We evaluated the performance of the candidate estimators and online super learn-
ers based on two criteria: the online cross-validated risk and the risk calculated on
a validation set consisting of the nal 1,000 recorded weekly reports from 2011-2012,
which were withheld from the initial training. The online cross-validated risk is the
average loss incurred on weekly predictions made with a given algorithm between 1968
and 2011. The out-of-sample predictive risk is an estimate of the risk of using the
predictions from the nal models trained using data through 2011 to make predictions
of Hepatitis A incidence in the future. The results of the analysis are shown in Figure
2. The online super learner performed the best in terms of online cross-validated risk
followed by GLM5 and the discrete online super learner. The discrete online super
learner (GLM5) performed best in terms of validation risk followed closely by the
online super learner.
7 Discussion
The online super learner can be used for estimation of any common parameter of the
conditional probability distribution of O(t), given O(t  1) that minimizes the condi-
tional expectation of a loss function. Our results demonstrate that under weak con-
ditions, this super learner will be asymptotically equivalent with the oracle-selected
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Figure 2: Results for Hepatitis A prediction. The top panel shows the ordered online
cross-validated risk of the super learners and candidate online algorithms. The bottom
panel shows the ordered risk on the validation data.
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estimator. These results therefore provide a powerful way to optimally combine mul-
tiple estimators in the online, dependent data setting. The results have implications
for the case that the statistical target parameter is a pathwise dierentiable (typically,
low dimensional) parameter of P0. In this case, an online asymptotically normally
distributed, ecient estimator can be constructed using targeted minimum loss-based
estimation (van der Laan and Rubin, 2006; van der Laan, 2008; van der Laan and
Rose, 2011). Such an estimator relies on good initial estimators of certain key nui-
sance parameters, such as conditional means or densities. The online super learner
can therefore be used to aid in construction of online estimators for pathwise dier-
entiable parameters of nonparametric time series models of the type dened in this
article.
We expect that the oracle inequality we establish will hold under weaker station-
arity assumptions. In particular, depending on the target parameter, the theorem
may permit the sole inclusion of stationarity assumptions on relevant portions of the
conditional probability distribution of O(t) given Z(t). For example, in the infectious
disease prediction problem, our results may allow for the conditional distribution of
W (t) given Z(t) to change over time, so long as the conditional distribution of Y (t)
given W (t) and Z(t) remains stationary. Conrming this result is left to future work.
Also left to future work is implementing the online super learning in a fast, paral-
lelized manner. Such an implementation could ensure that the online super learner
requires no more computation time than the slowest candidate online estimator. It
will also be important to develop software that incorporates a large library of candi-
date online estimators, as the performance of the online super learner is limited only
by the performance of the best of its constituent online algorithms. The super learner
could also be used to select tuning parameters for a single online algorithm, such as
Lasso regression or support vector machines. However, as there is unlikely to be a
single online algorithm that performs well in every setting and we expect superior
performance by considering a large and diverse set of candidate online learners.
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Appendix
A Oracle inequalities
For loss functions that yield a quadratic loss-based dissimilarity measure, we have
the following formal theorem comparing the online cross-validation selector with the
corresponding oracle selector.
Theorem 1 Consider the model M for the distribution P0 of O given Z and the
denition of the target parameter 	 : M! 	 as the minimizer of a particular loss
function for all z. Consider also the above dened online cross-validation selector
kn and online oracle selector ~kn. Under assumptions A1-A4 explicitly stated in the
Appendix B, for any  > 0, there exists a constant C(;M1;M2) <1 universal in n
and choice of candidate estimators such that
d0n(	^kn ;  0)  (1 + 2)d0n(	^~kn ;  0) + Zn ;
where Zn = Zn1 + Zn2, P
n
0 (Zn2 = 0) ! 1 as n ! 1, and for n > n1 for some
n1 <1,
E0Zn1  C(;M1;M2)M
2
3n[1 + logfK(n)g]
n
:
If Assumption A4 does not hold, then
d0n(	^kn ;  0) = oP (n
 1M33n) + oP (n
 1M23nf1 + logK(n)g) :
For loss functions that yield non-quadratic loss-based dissimilarities, we have the
following theorem.
Theorem 2 Consider the model M for the distribution P0 of O given Z and the
denition of the target parameter 	 : M! 	 dened as the minimizer of a partic-
ular loss function for all z. Consider also the above dened online cross-validation
selector kn and online oracle selector ~kn. Under assumption A5 explicitly stated in
the Appendix B, there exists a constant C(M1) < 1 universal in n and choice of
candidate estimators such that
E0d0n(	^kn ;  0)  E0d0n(	^~kn ;  0) + C(M1)

logf1 +K(n)g
n
1=2
:
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B Assumptions for Theorems and Discussion
Assumptions for Theorem 1.
A1. There exist an M1 <1 so that
sup
 2	
sup
i;O(i);Z(i)
j L( )(Z(i); O(i))  L( 0)(Z(i); O(i)) jM1;
where the supremum over Z(i); O(i) is taken over a support of the distribution
Z(i); O(i).
A2. There exist an M2 <1 so that with probability 1
sup
 2	
P0;z(i)fL( )  L( 0)g2
P0;z(i)fL( )  L( 0)g M2 <1: (4)
A3. There exists a slowly increasing sequence M3n < 1 (e.g., M3n = log n) so that
with probability tending to 1, for both kn = kn and kn = ~kn, we have
1
M3n
<
d0n(	^kn ;  0)
E0d0n(	^kn ;  0)
< M3n:
A4.
nM 33n min
k
E0d0n(	^k;  0)!1 as n!1:
Assumption A1 states that the loss function is uniformly bounded by some con-
stant M1, uniformly in all possible realizations of O(i); Z(i) and the candidate esti-
mators of  0. Assumption A2 is an assumption one expects to hold for quadratic
uniformly bounded loss functions, as shown in van der Laan, Dudoit (2003). As-
sumption A3 states that the mean one random variable d0n(	^kn ;  0)=E0d0n(	^kn ;  0)
(and similarly for ~kn) falls with probability tending to 1 in an interval slowly grow-
ing towards its full support (0;1). We anticipate that this assumption will hold
for any sequence M3n that converges to innity such as M3n = log n. Assumption
A3 is approximately equivalent with assuming that the mean zero random variable
log d0n(	^kn ;  0)   E0 log d0n(	^kn ;  0) falls with probability tending to 1 in an inter-
val [  log n; log n]. Assumption A4 only aects the precise statement of the result.
Given that M3n is a sequence that grows arbitrarily slow to innity, assumption A4
states that the oracle selected estimator converges to  0 at a rate slower than the rate
1=n of a maximum likelihood estimator for a correctly specied parametric model.
Therefore assumption A4 will typically hold, but if somehow one of the candidate
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estimators converges to the truth at the parametric rate 1=n, then the online super
learner converges at an almost equally fast rate log(n)=n.
Assumptions for Theorem 2.
A5. There exist an M1 <1 such that
sup
 2	
sup
i;O(i);Z(i)
j L( )(Z(i); O(i))  L( 0)(Z(i); O(i)) jM1;
where the supremum over Z(i); O(i) is taken over a support of the distribution
Z(i); O(i).
C Preliminary Material for Proof of Theorems
In this section, we show that the dierence between the online cross-validated risk
and its desired target is a discrete martingale. We then present a theorem from
the literature that provides an exponential inequality for the tail probability of such
a discrete martingale. Hence, we will make use of the shorthand notation P0;zf =R
f(z; o)d Pz(o) to denote the expectation of the function f(z; o) under P given Z = z.
C.1 Centered online cross-validated risk is a discrete mar-
tingale
The dierence between the online cross-validated risk and the online cross-validated
true risk (minimized by oracle selector) can be written as a martingale as follows:
(n  n` + 1)fRCV;n(	^k)  ~RCV;n(	^k)g
=
nX
t0=n`+1
fL(	^k(Pt0 1))(Z(t0); O(t0))  L( 0)(Z(t0); O(t0))g
 
nX
t0=n`+1
P0;z(t0)fL(	^k(Pt0 1))  L( 0)g
=
nX
t0=n`+1
ff(t0; O(t0   1); O(t0))  E0(f(t0; O(t0   1); O(t0)) j O(t0   1))g
=Mn(f);
where
f(t0; O(t0   1); O(t0)) = L(	^k(Pt0 1))(Z(t0); O(t0)) :
For k < n, E0(Mn(f) j O(k)) =Mk(f), which proves that (Mn(f) : n = n`+1; : : :) is
a discrete martingale in n.
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C.2 Martingale Exponential inequality for tail probability
In order to establish an oracle inequality for the online cross-validation selector based
on data O(1); : : : ; O(n), we require an exponential inequality for tail-probabilities
of Martingale sums Mn(f). For that purpose, we refer to Theorem 8 (page 40)
in (Chambaz and van der Laan, 2010) for the following exponential inequality for
Martingales:
Theorem 3 (Proposition A2 in van Handel, 2009) For the sake of this theorem, let
Mn(f) =
Pn
i=1 f(i; O(i);
O(i 1))  P0;z(i)f , P0;z(i) denoting the conditional probability
distribution of O(i), given Z(i), and let F be a set of such functions f . Fix K > 0
and dene, for all f 2 F , n  1,
~Rn;K(f) =
2K2
n
nX
i=1
P0;z(i)
 j f j
K

;
where (x) = exp(x) x 1. There exists a universal constant C > 0 (e.g., C = 100)
such that, for any n  1, R > 0,
P

sup
f2F
I( ~Rn;K(f)  R)Mn(f)
n
 x

 2 exp

  nx
2
C2(c1 + 1)R

for any x; c0; c1 > 0 satisfying c
2
0  C2(c1 + 1) and
c0p
n
Z pR
0
p
H(F ; k  k1; )d  x  c1R
K
:
Here H(F ; k  k1; ) = log(1 +N(F ; k  k1; )) is the so called entropy function with
respect to supremum norm and N(F ; k  k1; ) is the covering number dened as the
number of balls with radius  that is needed to cover F .
For a specied c0 and c1, satisfying c
2
0  C2(c1 + 1), R, for x larger than c0E=
p
n
and smaller than c1R=K, the above exponential inequality applies, where
E =
Z pR
0
p
H(F ; k  k1; )d :
On this interval of x-values we have x  c1R=K, which implies c1  xK=R. Therefore,
we can restate the above result as follows: For a specied R, c0, c1 satisfying c
2
0 
C2(c1 + 1), and x 2 (c0=
p
nE; c1R=K), we have,
P

sup
f2F
I( ~Rn;K(f)  R)Mn(f)
n
 x

 2 exp

  nx
2
C2(Kx+R)

:
In words, one can conclude that the above inequality shows that for x of the order
1=
p
n, the tail probability behaves as exp( nx2), while for large x, it behaves as
exp( nx).
Specically, for a single f , we obtain the following corollary.
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Corollary 1 For any c0; c1  0 satisfying c20  C2(c1 + 1) and x 2 (c0=
p
n
p
R;
c1R=K), we have
P

I( ~Rn;K(f)  R)Mn(f)
n
 x

 2 exp

  nx
2
C2(Kx+R)

: (5)
In our proof L( ) L( 0) plays the role of f . Regarding bounding ~Rn;K(f), note
also that if k f k1< C is uniformly bounded, then ~Rn;K(f) is bounded by a constant
depending on C. In our proof for quadratic loss functions we require a bound on
~Rn;K(f) in terms of
1
n
Pn
i=1
P0;z(i)f . For that purpose we use the following lemma.
Lemma 1 Let L0(	^)( O(i)) = L(	^(Pi 1))(Z(i); O(i))   L( 0)(Z(i); O(i)). Suppose
that with probability 1, sup 2	 j L0( )(Z(i); O(i)) j< M1 <1, and
sup
 2	
P0;z(i)fL0( )g2
P0;z(i)L0( )
M2 <1:
Then,
~Rn;K(L
0(	^)) =
2K2
n
nX
i=1
P0;z(i)
 
j L0(	^(Pi 1)) j
K
!
 2M2(1=2K2 + 1=6M1K exp(M1=K)) 1
n
nX
i=1
P0;z(i)L
0(	^(Pi 1)):
Proof: A third order Taylor expansion for exp(x) yields (x) = x2=2!+exp((x))x3=3!
for some (x). This can be bounded by
x2(1=2 + 1=6 exp(M1=K)M1=K)
by using that j x j< M1=K. As a consequence, we can bound P0;z(i)(j L0( ) j =K) by
(1=2+ 1=6M1=K exp(M1=K)) P0;z(i)fL0( )g2, which, by assumption, can be bounded
by M2(1=2 + 1=6M1=K exp(M1=K)) P0;z(i)L
0( ). This proves the lemma.2
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D Proof of Theorem 1
For notational convenience, we let n = (n  n` + 1) and let the sum over t0 run from
1 to n. We have
0  d0n(	^kn ;  0)
=
1
n
X
t0
P0;z(t0)fL(	^kn(Pt0 1))  L( 0)g
 (1 + ) 1
n
X
t0
fL(	^kn(Pt0 1))  L( 0)g(O(t0); Z(t0))
+(1 + )
1
n
X
t0
fL(	^kn(Pt0 1))  L( 0)g(O(t0); Z(t0))
 1
n
X
t0
P0;z(t0)fL(	^kn(Pt0 1))  L( 0)g
 (1 + ) 1
n
X
t0
fL(	^kn(Pt0 1))  L( 0)g(O(t0); Z(t0))
+(1 + )
1
n
X
t0
fL(	^~kn(Pt0 1))  L( 0)g(O(t0); Z(t0))
=
1
n
X
t0
P0;z(t0)fL(	^kn(Pt0 1))  L( 0)g
 (1 + ) 1
n
X
t0
fL(	^kn(Pt0 1))  L( 0)g
+(1 + )
1
n
X
t0
fL(	^~kn(Pt0 1))  L( 0)g
 (1 + 2) 1
n
X
t0
P0;z(t0)fL(	^~kn(Pt0 1))  L( 0)g
+(1 + 2)
1
n
X
t0
P0;z(t0)fL(	^~kn(Pt0 1))  L( 0)g:
Denote the sum of the rst two terms in the last expression by Rn;kn and the sum of
the third and fourth term by Tn;~kn ; the last term is the benchmark (1+2)d0n(	^~kn ;  0).
Hence, we have
0  d0n(	^kn ;  0)  (1 + 2)d0n(	^~kn ;  0) +Rn;kn + Tn;~kn (6)
Rewriting Rn;k (and Tn;k) as a martingale: For notational convenience, we
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introduce the following notation for the relevant random variables
~Hk =
1
n
X
t0
P0;z(t0)fL(	^k(Pt0 1))  L( 0)g
Hk =
1
n
X
t0
fL(	^k(Pt0 1))  L( 0)g(O(t0); Z(t0));
where, by denition of  0, ~Hk  0 8 k. Rewrite Rn;k and Tn;k as
Rn;k = (1 + )
h
~Hk   Hk
i
   ~Hk
and
Tn;k = (1 + )
h
Hk   ~Hk
i
   ~Hk:
Approximating Rn;k (and Tn;k) with a negatively deterministically shifted
martingale sum, up to a negligible remainder: In order to exploit that a nega-
tively shifted martingale sum has desirable exponential tail behavior, it is important
that the random shift  ~Hk  0 be replaced by a deterministic shift that is guaranteed
to be larger than a constant we can control. We will now utilize assumption A3 for
that purpose. For a K, we dene
~Rn;k =
2K2
n
nX
t0=1
P0;z(t0)
 
j L0(	^k(Pt0 1)) j
K
!
;
where (x) = exp(x)  x  1. By Lemma 1, we have
~Rn;k M2(1=2K2 + 1=6M1K exp(M1=K)) ~Hk :
We denote this constant with C1(M1;M2; K) so that ~Rn;k  C1(M1;M2; K) ~Hk. Dene
the event Enk = fM 13n < ~Hk=E0 ~Hk < M3ng, and let IEnk denote the indicator of this
event. By assumption A3, we have P n0 (IEn;kn = 1) ! 1, and P n0 (IEn;~kn = 1) ! 1,
as n ! 1. This also implies that P n0 ( ~Rn;kn=E0 ~Hkn < C1M3n) ! 1. For notational
convenience, let M3n be redened by max(C1; 1)M3n. We decompose Rn;k as follows:
Rn;k = (1 + )
h
~Hk   Hk
i
IEn;k + (1 + )
h
~Hk   Hk
i
IEcn;k
  ~HkI( ~Hk > M 13n E0 ~Hk)   ~HkI( ~Hk < M 13n E0 ~Hk)
= Rn;k + en;k;
where
Rn;k = (1 + )
h
~Hk   Hk
i
IEn;k    ~HkI( ~Hk > M 13n E0 ~Hk)
en;k = (1 + )
h
~Hk   Hk
i
IcEn;k    ~HkI( ~Hk < M 13n E0 ~Hk):
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Thus, Rn;kn = R

n;kn
+ en;kn . By assumption A3 we have P
n
0 (j en;kn j= 0) ! 1, as
n!1. Similarly,
Tn;k = T

n;k + fn;k;
where
T n;k = (1 + )
h
Hk   ~Hk
i
IEn;k    ~HkI( ~Hk > M 13n E0 ~Hk)
fn;k = (1 + )
h
Hk   ~Hk
i
IEn;k    ~HkI( ~Hk < M 13n E0 ~Hk):
By the same argument as used for en;kn , we have P
n
0 (j fn;~kn j= 0) ! 1 as n ! 1.
Thus, Tn;~kn = T

n;~kn
+ fn;~kn where fn;~kn equals zero with probability tending to 1.
Let Zn2 = en;kn+fn;~kn and Zn1 = R

n;kn
+T 
n;~kn
. We have shown that d0n(	^kn ;  0) 
(1 + 2)d0n(	^~kn ;  0) + Zn1 + Zn2, where P
n
0 (Zn2 = 0)! 1 as n!1. We now show
that
EZn1 = ER

n;kn + ET

n;~kn
 C(M1;M2;M3n; )(1 + log(K(n)))=n
for some specied C(M1;M2;M3n; ) <1, which completes the proof.
Bounding the tail probability of Rn;kn:
Step I: a deterministic negative shift. We dene the event En;k;1 = f ~Hk >
M 13n E0 ~Hkg. Let s > 0. We have
P n0 (R

n;kn > s) = P
n
0

IEn;knf ~Hkn   Hkng >
1
1 + 
n
s+  ~HknIEn;kn;1
o
 P n0

IEn;knf ~Hkn   Hkng >
1
1 + 

s+ M 13n E0 ~Hk

k=kn
IEn;kn;1

;
where we used that event En;kn;1 implies ~Hkn M 13n E0 ~Hk

k=kn
, allowing us to replace
the random ~Hkn by this bound that is only random through kn. We denote the event
in the last displayed probability by An so that the last displayed bound is denoted
P n0 (An). We can write
P n0 (An) = P
n
0 (An and IEn;kn;1 = 1 ) + P
n
0 (An and IEn;kn;1 = 0 ):
Note that if IEn;kn;1 = 0, then the right-hand side of the equality equals
1
1+
s >
0, while the left-hand side of inequality in event An equals 0. This shows that
P n0 (An and IEn;kn;1 = 0) = 0. This yields the following bound for P
n
0 (R

n;kn
> s):
P n0 (R

n;kn
> s)
 P n0

IEn;knf ~Hkn   Hkng > 11+

s+ M 13n E0 ~Hk

k=kn

and En;kn;1 = 1

 P n0

IEn;knf ~Hkn   Hkng > 11+

s+ M 13n E0 ~Hk

k=kn

 K(n)maxk P n0

IEn;kf ~Hk   Hkg > 11+
n
s+ M 13n E0 ~Hk
o
:
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In the last inequality we used that for some collection of random variables (X(k) : k)
and constants (c(k) : k) and random index kn, we have
P n0 (X(kn) < c(kn))  P n0 (X(k) < c(k) for at least one k)

K(n)X
k=1
P n0 (X(k) < c(k))
 K(n)max
k
P n0 (X(k) < c(k)):
Similarly, for T 
n;~kn
, we obtain
P n0 (T

n;~kn
> s)  K(n)max
k
P n0

IEn;kf Hk   ~Hkg >
1
1 + 
n
s+ M 13n E0 ~Hk
o
:
Step 2: martingale exponential tail probability. We have that Hk   ~Hk equals
a martingale sum 1
n
P
t0
Zk;t0   E(Zk;t0 j O(t0   1)) where
Zk;t0 = fL(	^k(Pt0 1))  L( 0)g( O(t0)):
By Assumption A1, the random variables Zk;t0 are bounded: j Zk;t0 jM1 a.s.
We are now ready to apply the Martingale inequality (5) of Theorem 3 to ~Hk  Hk
with R = Rk = M3nE0 ~Hk, for each k separately. Due to this choice of R, we obtain
a tail probability at s > 0 that behaves for s small as exp( cM3nns) instead of the
usual exp( cns2). This in turn proves that the expectation of the remainder terms
Rn;kn and T

n;~kn
converge at a rate log(K(n))=n instead of the usual log(K(n))=
p
n.
For ease of reference, we state the martingale exponential inequality at a k explic-
itly:
Lemma 2 Let K be set, and
~Rn;k =
2K2
n
nX
i=1
P0;z(i)
 
j L0(	^k(Pi 1)) j
K
!
;
where (x) = exp(x)  x  1. Let
Mn;k =
nX
i=1
fL0(	^k(Pi 1))(Z(i); O(i))  E0(L0(	^k(Pi 1)) j Z(i))g :
For any Rk, c0; c1  0 satisfying c20  C2(c1 + 1) and  2 (c0=
p
n
p
Rk; c1Rk=K), we
have
P

I( ~Rn;k  Rk)Mn;k
n
 

 2 exp

  n
2
C2(K +Rk)

:
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In order to apply this inequality to the above tail probability for I( ~Rn;k < Rk)( Hk 
~Hk) with Rk =M3nE0 ~Hk at a given (s) =
1
1+
(s+ M 13n E0 ~Hk), we need to be able
to select c0; c1 with c
2
0  C2(c1 + 1) so that
c0
p
Rkp
n
 1
1 + 
h
s+ M 13n E0 ~Hk
i
 c1Rk
K
: (7)
Note M 13n E0 ~Hk =M
 2
3n Rk, so that we need to apply the inequality at
(s) = 1=(1 + )(s+ M 23n Rk):
So we now need to select c0; c1 so that this (s) 2 (c0R0:5k =n0:5; c1Rk=K). We select
c20 = c
2
0(c1) = C
2(c1 + 1). Since the martingale process Hk   ~Hk is bounded by
2M1, the upper bound is non-existent if c1Rk=K > 2M1. This implies the choice
c1 = c1(M1) = 2M1K=Rk, thereby guaranteeing that there is no upper bound on
(s) for all s. Let c0(M1) = c0(c1(M1)) be the corresponding choice for c0. Thus,
for any  2 (c0(M1)R0:5k n 0:5;1), we have P n0 (I( ~Rnk < Rk)( Hk   ~Hk) > ) 
2 exp( n2=fC2(K +Rk)g).
The left-inequality (s) > c0(M1)R
0:5
k n
 0:5 is equivalent with
s >  M 23n Rk + C2(c1(M1) + 1)n 0:5R0:5k (1 + ): (8)
The rst term on the right-hand side is negative and converges to zero at rateM 23n Rk,
while the second term is positive and converges to zero at rate R0:5k n
 0:5. By assump-
tion A4, we have
max
k
R0:5k n
 0:5
M 23n Rk
! 0:
This implies that for n large enough, we have that the right-hand side of (8) is
negative, proving that the inequality (s) > c0(M1)R
0:5
k n
 0:5 holds for all s > 0.
Thus, there exists an n1 so that for all n > n1, we have for all s > 0,
P n0 (I( ~Rnk < Rk)( Hk   ~Hk) > (s))  2 exp( n(s)2=fC2(K(s) +Rk)g)
= 2 exp

 C 2 n
(1+)2
(s+M 23n Rk)
2
Rk+
K
(1+)
(s+M 23n Rk)

:
Step 3: asymptotic behavior of tail probability. We note that 
s+ M 23n Rk
2
Rk +
K
(1+)
(s+ M 23n Rk)
=
 
s+ M 23n Rk

Rk
s+M 23n Rk
+ K
(1+)

 
s+ M 23n Rk

M23n

+K
 s
M23n

+K
= M 23n
s
 1 +M 23n K
 M 23n
s
 1 +K
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where we use that M3n > 1 for all n so that KM
 2
3n  K. This shows that, for s > 0,
P n0 (R

n;kn > s)  2K(n) exp

  nM
 2
3n
c(M1;M2; )
s

;
where c(M1;M2; ) = 2C
2(1 + )2 (K +  1).
Bounding the expectation of Rn;kn based on tail probability bounds:
Since ERn;kn 
R1
0
P n0 (R

n;kn
> s)ds, for each u > 0, we have
ERn;kn  u+
Z 1
u
2K(n) exp

  M
 2
3n n
c(M1;M2; )
s

ds:
The minimum is attained at un = c(M1;M2; ) log(2K(n))=(nM
 2
3n ) and is given by
c(M1;M2; )(log(2K(n)) + 1)=(nM
 2
3n ). Thus,
ERn;kn  c(M1;M2; )
1 + log(2K(n))
nM 23n
:
Similarly, we obtain his bound for ETn;~kn . This proves the theorem under assumption
A4.
If assumption A4 does not hold: Now consider the case that assumption A4
fails to hold. We have that the leading term E0d0n(	^~kn ;  0) = O(n
 1M33n). First,
consider the case that the right-hand side of (8) is negative. In that case, we have
our desired inequality for P n0 (R

n;k > s) for all s > 0 provided above. Consider now
the case that the right-hand side of (8) is positive. Then, we have that
R0:5k < (1 + )
 1C2(c1(M1) + 1)M23nn
 0:5;
which implies that the right-hand side of (8) is bounded by
cM23nn
 1 = (1 + ) 1C4(c1(M1) + 1)2M23nn
 1:
Thus, in this case, we have the desired exponential bound for P n0 (I( ~Rnk < Rk)( Hk  
~Hk) > (s)) for any s > cM
2
3nn
 1 for this specied constant c > 0.
We proceed as follows: for any u > cM23nn
 1, we have
E0R

n;kn =
Z u
0
P n0 (R

n;kn > s)ds+
Z 1
u
P n0 (R

n;kn > s)ds
 u+K(n)max
k
Z 1
u
P n0 (R

n;k > s)ds
 u+ 2K(n)
Z 1
u
exp

  nM
 2
3n
c(M1;M2; )
s

ds
= u+ 2K(n)
c(M1;M2; )
nM 23n
exp

  nM
 2
3n
c(M1;M2; )
u

:
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The optimal u is given by
u = max(cM23nn
 1; c(M1;M2; )M23nn
 1 log(2K(n))):
Suppose that c > c(M1;M2; )flog 2 + logK(n)g, so that u = cM23nn 1. Note also
that this implies that K(n) < exp(cc(M1;M2; )
 1). Plugging this u in the nal
expression yields a rst term equal to u plus a term
2K(n)c(M1;M2; )
 1n 1M23n exp( c=c(M1;M2; )) :
Using the bound on K(n) shows that the nal expression is O(M23nn
 1). Suppose
now that
c < c(M1;M2; )flog 2 + logK(n)g
, so that u = c(M1;M2; )M23nn
 1(log 2 + logK(n)). Plugging this u in the nal
expression now shows that the nal expression is O(M23nn
 1(1+ logK(n)). Thus, we
have shown that in either case, we have that E0R

n;kn
< C1M
2
3nn
 1(1 + logK(n)) for
some universal C1 = C1(M1;M2; ) < 1. The same bounding applies to E0T n;~kn .
Thus we have shown that if assumption A4 does not hold, we have
d0n(	^kn ;  0) = oP (n
 1M33n) + oP (n
 1M23n(1 + logK(n))):
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
E Proof of Theorem 2.
This proof is easier than the proof of Theorem 1 because we only have to obtain a
rate for the expectation of the relevant martingale processes of n 0:5 instead of n 1.
Let o(t0) be the conditional probability distribution of O(t0), given Z(t0), that puts
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mass 1 on o(t0). We have
0  d0n(	^kn ;  0)
=
1
n
X
t0
P0;z(t0)fL(	^kn(Pt0 1))  L( 0)g
=
1
n
X
t0
( P0;z(t0)   O(t0))fL(	^kn(Pt0 1))  L( 0)g
+
1
n
X
t0
fL(	^kn(Pt0 1))  L( 0)g
 1
n
X
t0
( P0;z(t0)   O(t0))fL(	^kn(Pt0 1))  L( 0)g
+
1
n
X
t0
fL(	^~kn(Pt0 1))  L( 0)g
=
1
n
X
t0
( P0;z(t0)   O(t0))fL(	^kn(Pt0 1))  L( 0)g
+
1
n
X
t0
(O(t0)   P0;z(t0))fL(	^~kn(Pt0 1))  L( 0)g
+
1
n
X
t0
P0;z(t0)fL(	^~kn(Pt0 1))  L( 0)g
:
Denote the rst term with Rn;kn and the second term with Tn;~kn . The third term is
d0n(	^~kn ;  0). Thus, we have
0  d0n(	^kn ;  0)  d0n(	^~kn ;  0) +Rn;kn + Tn;~kn :
As in the proof of Theorem 1, we have P n0 (Rn;kn > s)  K(n)maxk P n0 (Rn;k > s),
and similarly for Tn;kn . We apply Lemma 2 to Rn;k.
Lemma 3 Let K be set, and
~Rn;k =
2K2
n
nX
i=1
P0;z(i)
 
j L0(	^k(Pi 1)) j
K
!
;
where (x) = exp(x)  x  1. Let
Mn;k =
nX
i=1
fL0(	^k(Pi 1))(Z(i); O(i))  P0;z(i)L0(	^k(Pi 1))g :
For any Rk, c0; c1  0 satisfying c20  C2(c1 + 1) and  2 (c0=
p
n
p
Rk; c1Rk=K), we
have
P n0

I( ~Rn;k  Rk)Mn;k
n
 

 2 exp

  n
2
C2(K +Rk)

:
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First, we note that Rn;k  R = 2K2(M1=K). Thus, we can apply Lemma 3 with
Rk set equal to this R in which case I( ~Rn;k  R) = 1 with probability 1. This
proves that for a certain C (e.g., C = 100) for any c0; c1  0, c20  C2(c1 + 1) and
s 2 (c0=
p
n
p
R; c1R=K), we have
P n0 (Rn;k > s)  2 exp

  ns
2
C2(Ks+R)

:
We can replace s by c1R=K to obtain the bound:
P n0 (Rn;k > s)  2 exp

  ns
2
C2R(c1 + 1)

:
We select c20 = C
2(c1 + 1). Lets denote this choice with c0(c1). We can still select c1
as large as we want. Thus for any given c1, we have that for s 2 (c0R0:5=n0:5; c1R=K),
we have the above tail probability 2 exp( ns2=(C2(c1+1)R). Since the loss function
is bounded by M1, we have that Rn;k < 2M1. So we only need our upper bound
c1R=K to be larger or equal than 2M1. Therefore, we select c1R=K = 2M1, and thus
c1 = c1(M1) = 2M1K=R. This implies the choice c0(M1) = C
2(c1(M1) + 1) for c0. So
we have shown that for all s > c0(M1)R
0:5n 0:5, we have the desired
P n0 (Rn;k > x) < 2 exp

  ns
2
C2R(c1(M1) + 1)

:
Thus, we have shown that for all x > c0(M1)R
0:5=n0:5
P n0 (Rn;kn > s)  2K(n) exp

  ns
2
C2R(c1(M1) + 1)

:
For notational convenience, let c1 = c0(M1)R
0:5 and c2 = C
 2R 1(c1(M1)+ 1) 1. We
have for any u > c1=n
0:5
ERn;kn 
Z 1
0
P n0 (Rn;kn > s)ds
=
Z c1=n0:5
0
P n0 (Rn > s)ds+
Z u
c1=n0:5
P n0 (Rn > s)ds+
Z 1
u
P n0 (Rn > s)ds
 u+
Z 1
u
2K(n) exp( c2ns2):
The minimum over u is given by u = max(c1n 0:5; c 0:52 n
 0:5(log 2 + logK(n))).
The resulting value at u can be bounded by a constant times u, giving us the
bound C(M1)(1 + logK(n))=n
0:5 for some C(M1). Similarly, we obtain ETn;~kn 
C(M1)(1 + logK(n))=n
0:5. This completes the proof of the theorem. 2
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F Online-cross-validation selector for independent
identically distributed observations
In this section we consider the case that the observations are i.i.d. so that P0;z = P0
is a common probability distribution in time t that does not depend on summary
measures of an observed past. In this case, we dene a cross-validated risk that
averages across dierent orderings, thereby potentially enhancing the precision of the
corresponding cross-validation selector.
F.1 Online cross-validation selector
Consider an initial ordering O(1); : : : ; O(n). A new ordering O((1)),: : :,O((n)) is
dened by a permutation  : f1; : : : ; ng ! f1; : : : ; ng that is 1-1 and onto. Consider
V such permutations 1; : : : ; V . Let 	^k be candidate estimators that can be applied
to data sets O(i) for i ranging over a subset of f1; : : : ; ng, k = 1; : : : ; K(n). Let Pv;t0
be the empirical distribution based on O(v(1)); : : : ; O(v(t0)). Given a candidate
estimator 	^k we dene its online cross-validated risk as follows:
RCV;n(	^k) =
1
V
VX
v=1
1
n  n` + 1
nX
t0=n`+1
L(	^k(Pv;t0 1))(O(v(t0))):
The corresponding online cross-validation selector is dened as
kn = argmin
k
RCV;n(	^k) :
The online super learner is dened as follows:
	^(Pt) = 	^kt(Pt); t = n`; : : : ; n .
Thus, at t observations, the online super learner again uses the estimator 	^k with
index k = kt, indicating the lowest cross-validated risk after t steps.
Suppose that we partition the n observations in V subgroups of observations and
let the permutation v be dened by an ordering of the n observations for which
the last n=V observations belong to the v-th subgroup, v = 1; : : : ; V . We could also
dene n` = n(1  p) for p = 1=V . In this case, computing the online cross-validated
risk involves training the estimators on the v-specic training samples of size at least
n(1   p) and evaluating the performance of each observation in the corresponding
v-specic validation sample. This is performed across each of the V orderings, which
makes the online cross-validated risk similar to the cross-validated risk for the usual
V -fold cross-validation.
The online cross-validated risk estimates the online cross-validated true risk,
~RCV;n(	^k) =
1
V
VX
v=1
1
n  n` + 1
nX
t0=n`+1
P0L(	^k(Pv;t0 1)) ;
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which is minimized by  0. The dierence between ~RCV;n(	^k) and ~RCV;n( 0) denes
a loss-based dissimilarity between a candidate estimator 	^k and the true target  0:
d0n(	^k;  0) =
1
V
VX
v=1
1
n  n` + 1
nX
t0=n`+1
P0fL(	^k(Pv;t0 1))  L( 0)g :
The online oracle selector is dened as the minimizer of this loss-based dissimilarity,
~kn = argmin
k
d0n(	^k;  0) :
Below is the precise statement of the oracle inequality in this setting.
Theorem 4 Consider the above model M for the distribution P0 of O in which
O(i) iid P0 and the target parameter 	 : M ! 	 dened as the minimizer of a
loss function L( ), with  0 = 	( P0). Consider also the above dened online cross-
validation selector kn, online oracle selector ~kn, and d0n(	^k;  0) for i.i.d. data dened
in terms of an average over V permutations of On.
Assumptions
A6. There exists an M1 <1 so that
sup
 2	
sup
i;O(i)
j L( )(O(i))  L( 0)(O(i)) jM1;
where the supremum over O(i) is taken over a support of the distribution P0.
A7. There exists an M2 <1 so that with probability 1
sup
 2	
P0fL( )  L( 0)g2
P0fL( )  L( 0) M2 <1:
A8. There exists a sequence M3n < 1 (e.g., M3n = log n) so that with probability
tending to 1,
1
M3n
<
d0n(	^k;  0)
E0d0n(	^k;  0)
< M3n for all k = 1; : : : ; K(n):
A9.
nM 33n min
k
E0d0n(	^k;  0)!1 as n!1:
Under assumptions A6-A9, for any  > 0, there exists a constant C(;M1;M2) <1
universal in n and choice of candidate estimators such that
d0n(	^kn ;  0)  (1 + 2)d0n(	^~kn ;  0) + Zn;
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where Zn = Zn1 + Zn2 with P
n
0 (Zn2 = 0) ! 1 as n ! 1, and for n > n1 for some
n1 <1, we have
E0Zn1  C(;M1;M2)M
2
3n(1 + log(K(n)))
n
:
If Assumption A9 does not hold, then
d0n(	^kn ;  0) = oP (n
 1M33n) + oP (n
 1M23n(1 + logK(n))):
The proof of this theorem is analogous to the proof of Theorem 1 and is therefore
omitted. The only new observation is that the terms Rn;k; Tn;k now involve an average
over V terms Rn;k;v; Tn;k;v, v = 1; : : : ; V and we can apply the same proof to Rn;k;v
for each v. 2
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